Press release: March 2017
2016 SEHTA Healthcare Business Awards

SEHTA is pleased to announce the finalists of our 2016 Healthcare Business Awards. The Awards
Evening will take place on Monday 3rd April at the Holiday Inn, Gatwick and once again the Awards
Evening has been kindly sponsored by Kent Surrey Sussex Academic Health Science Network (KSS
AHSN). We are also pleased to announce that David Clayton-Smith, Chair of KSS AHSN & Chair of East
Sussex Healthcare NHS Trust will be the guest speaker at the SEHTA Awards Evening.
Dr David Parry, CEO, SEHTA said;
“Once again our awards have demonstrated the excellence of small health technology companies in the
South East. This year was the most competitive in our history. It’s a primary aim of SEHTA to help such
companies’ access public and private sector markets with their innovative products and services”.

The finalists are:

Export Award: Baby2Body & NoxBox
Innovation Award: Lightpoint Medical & Forte Medical
Outstanding Achievement: PulseFlow Technologies & Xim
Partnership with the NHS: Medcura & Do Something Different
Start-up: Aparito & Oxford Heartbeat

The winners of our awards will be entered into the national MedilinkUK Awards taking place on 26 April at
the Ricoh Arena in Coventry, which is part of the 2017 Med-Tech Innovation Expo.
We would also like to thank all the companies who entered this year’s awards for their outstanding
achievements in 2016.
# ends #

Notes for editors
South East Health Technologies Alliance
Founded in 2005, the South East Health Technologies Alliance (SEHTA) is now one of the biggest
health technology networking organisations in the country. Since its inception, is has grown to 1300
members from 20 different countries. SEHTA provides significant support to companies, universities
and public and private health providers through publicly-funded resources and programmes and private
consultancy services. SEHTA has built excellent relationships with Academia, Business and
Care/Clinicians and it sees itself in a unique position as the interface between them. The company has
particular expertise in digital health.
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KSS AHSN
Our vision is to spread healthcare innovation faster in Kent, Surrey and Sussex. This means bringing
together organisations and individuals to save lives, increase the number of people getting the best
healthcare, and contribute to a vibrant local economy.

Our network identifies and spreads best practice and helps accelerate healthcare innovation.

For further information please click here
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